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Summer contemplations
he summer season is very nearly upon us; while it’s often
a time of frenzied construction activity, the summer is
also a time for getting out of town for a while, or sitting
on the veranda or by a campfire and losing ourselves in our
thoughts. This is why I feel it is à propos to add some fuel
to those thoughts, based on observations and conversations
I’ve had with industry players across the country.
At the Supply & Distribution Council’s annual conference
in St. John’s, Nfld., Dr. Nick Bontis discussed the importance
of being able to speed-read in the coming years. He argued
that, with the multiple terabytes of information being created
these days by people all over the world, those who cannot
speed-read will be left in the dust by those who can.
I disagree. What Bontis does not mention is that a healthy
percentage of all the terabytes of information being created
these days is the result of things like: Facebook and MySpace pages, and other social networking sites; blogs; pirated
movies, songs and television shows; so-called lawyers from
Nigeria; and so on. You can, in fact, find a ton of information online on just about anything, but how much of it is
actually useful? Exactly.
Instead, I argue that the talent you should be developing
(though you likely already have without even knowing it) is
the ability to filter; to be able to quickly go through a whack
of information and eliminate everything that does not apply
to you. The information that is left over is all you need, and
is quite manageable.
And we are often the masters of own misery; we place so
much emphasis on processes and procedures that we forget
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ELECTRICAL BUSINESS is the magazine of the Canadian electrical
industry. It reports on the news and publishes articles in a manner
that is informative and constructive.

our core purpose: to make money. Think about the processes
you’ve implemented at work: some of them you cannot do
without, like electrical safety procedures and documentation,
but others—I am sure—you can safely chop, thereby streamlining work flow and keeping people focused on the task of
making money. (If you’re unsure which of your procedures
are useful and which are an impediment, ask your employees:
you’ll have your answer in the blink of an eye.)
Consider, also, impending skills shortages. Depending on
your personal outlook on life, this could be seen as either
a challenge, or an opportunity. If you’re a manufacturer, or
fancy yourself as an inventor, then the world is your oyster if
you develop increasingly labour-friendly products. Anything
that helps electrical contractors do more with less and save
the bottom line will be well received in the market.
Thankfully, electrical remains a popular trade, with new
blood constantly entering the industry. However, you must
have a mechanism in place for knowledge transfer; that is,
getting as much know-how as you can transferred from your
company’s champions to the new guys coming in. Document
everything you can. Don’t let all those years of experience
just vanish with one or two retirements!
With that, have a safe and excellent summer.

On the cover and page 15
Canada’s second-largest wind farm coming online
By June 2009, the last of 86 turbines will be operational at the Wolfe Island Wind Project, located on the largest
island in Ontario’s Thousand Islands near Kingston. EBMag takes a closer look at this wind farm project.
Photo shows a submarine cable that connects Wolfe Island to the mainland. It is the first three-core XLPE submarine
cable to achieve a voltage rating of 245kV. Photo A. Capkun.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Students learn shop floor reality with Schneider equipment
An industry-education partnership is helping prepare electrical engineering students to work with automation and electrical systems in the “real world” of commercial and industrial environments by providing them with a lab equipped with
Schneider Electric automation and electrical equipment that’s staffed by professors at Ecole Polytechnique Montreal.
This industry-education link is facilitated by an alliance between the Fondation de Polytechnique, the Association de
l’industrie électrique du Québec (Quebec Electrical Industry Association, AIEQ), and the Institute of Electrical Power
Engineering (IEPE), and industry players such as Schneider.
Mandated to develop a high-quality training program of electrical power engineers to respond to the needs of the
electrical power industry, the IEPE encourages Quebec universities to pool teaching and research resources in electrical power engineering. Every year, 50 promising students from Quebec universities study electrical engineering at the
Ecole Polytechnique.
“The long-term benefits of this program will help accelerate the transition of Quebec to a knowledge-based economy,
and translate concern for developing clean and renewable energy into actionable projects,” said Jean-François Samray
of AIEQ.
Hoang Le-Huy, P. Eng., Dr. Eng., executive director, IEPE, sees industry participation as key to the program’s success. “Industry members of the Fondation Polytechnique—such as Schneider Electric—have the opportunity to help
shape the curriculum, give seminars on specific products or design tools, and equip labs with the latest automation and
electrical products,” he explained.
Students now have the opportunity to learn to operate Schneider’s M340 PLCs linked to a multi-protocol architecture (Modbus, CANopen, Ethernet TCP-IP) connected with an HMI and a SCADA system. The system also includes
variable-speed drives and power meters to allow remote monitoring/control of the machines.

Winners of GE Tools website promotion
To celebrate the launch of the GE Tools website
(www.getools.ca), GE Consumer & Industrial
offered consulting engineers the opportunity to win
a grand prize of a two-day, all-expenses paid training session at GE’s renowned Nela Park Lighting
and Electrical Institute in Cleveland, Ohio.
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In early June, seven grand-prize winners—accompanied by their GE account managers—participated
in an in-depth, hands-on “Arc Flash Mitigation”
training session. Said one participant: “It was an
invaluable opportunity to learn more about techniques for arc flash mitigation—a particularly hot
topic these days!”
Congratulations to the winners of this unique
experience:
• Albert Boulet, AB Smart Solutions
(Victoria, B.C.)
• Paul Chu, Cobalt Engineering
(Vancouver, B.C.)
• Lorence Fullerton, Manuel Jordao & Assoc.
Ltd. (Richmond Hill, Ont.)
• Richard Seow, ECE Group (Toronto, Ont.)
• Michael Shiu, Stantec Consulting
(Toronto, Ont.)
• Frank Szeto, Sandwell Engineering Inc.
(Vancouver, B.C.)
• David Young, Crossey Engineering Ltd.
(Toronto, Ont.)
As part of the same promotion, GE awarded 16 Blackberry Storms and 22 GE storm jackets. GE Tools
brings together a selection of estimating tools and
energy calculators to help in the design and specification of electrical distribution and lighting systems.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Master Electrician launches
Electrical College of Canada
Ralph Cerasuolo, a Master Electrician who has been managing
his family’s electrical contracting business (Neutron Electrical
of Vaughan, Ont.)—for 15 years has launched the Electrical
College of Canada (ECC)—a school offering an Ontario Government-approved course curriculum that balances out electrical
principles of the trade, including theory and hands-on installations and processes. The school houses an “in-house wiring lab”
to help students become proficient in electrical applications.
The college offers construction and maintenance preapprenticeship programs and other general interest workshops.

These courses and workshops teach the basic principles of
electrical theory and will also show how to apply those principles in simulated work environments. The college will also
offer workshops such as the Certificate of Qualification preexam course workshop designed by ECC to prepare candidates
for the Certificate of Qualification exam administered by the
Ministry of Training.
“In this current marketplace, there is a definite need to offer
young adults and/or people changing careers, with a place
to learn the fundamentals of electrical apprenticeship. As an
electrician, I have been training new apprentices for many
years; I can definitely recognize what characteristics make a
good apprentice and what skills and knowledge that they need
to be successful in this field,” said Cerasuolo. “I wish when
I was entering the electrical field that I would have had the
opportunity to have this knowledge and information provided
to me in this manner.”
“The electrical apprenticeship program is perfect for individuals who want to go directly into the workforce but need
marketable skills,” added Cerasuolo. “We will help guide all of
our students on how to present themselves to approach potential
companies for a new job placement. Our course material will
provide each of our graduates with a strategic edge over other

candidates who are applying for the same opportunity.”
A successful ECC graduate will obtain electrical theory
knowledge, practical skills and a complete set of hand tools
after completing the program, giving each student a jump-start
to the beginning of his or her electrical career.
“Upon completion of our electrical pre-apprentice course,
our graduates will be able to write an exemption exam that
will allow them to bypass the first level of electrical apprenticeship offered by the Ministry of Skills and Labour,” said
Cerasuolo. “We have approximately 12 students per class, so
students will be able to get a very personalized approach to
their electrical apprenticeship education. I believe our low
student-teacher ratio, the enhanced theory curriculum and the
practical learning environment will be a fantastic opportunity
for all of our ECC students.”
ECC’s courses are offered five days a week, for 12-weeks.
Day and evening classes are available. All tools, books and
safety certifications are included in the program. There is
second career funding available for qualifying students. It is
strongly recommended that ECC candidates have completed
Grade 12 math or higher. For more information, and/or to
obtain an ECC application, call (905) 264-1412 or visit www.
electricalcollege.ca.

IEEE IAS 2010 Electrical Safety, Technical
and Mega Projects Workshop
The IEEE IAS Electrical Safety, Technical, and
Mega Projects Workshop (ESTMP) provides a
forum for exchanging and advancing industry
knowledge in the areas of electrical safety, engineering design, system reliability and the implementation
and execution of mega projects. The workshop’s
focus is to share innovative concepts and successes,
as well as lessons learned in the areas of:
1. advancing state of the art knowledge
and best practices;
2. stimulating innovation in creating
the next generation of technology; and,
3. design and implementation of Mega Projects.
The event is taking place March 29-31, 2010, at
the Telus Convention Centre (Calgary, Alta.).
Consistent with past workshops, presentations
account for a large part of the event. Organizers are
seeking presentation submissions, as well as sponsorships, panel discussions and more. Visit EBMag.
com and look for “IEEE IAS 2010 Electrical Safety,
Technical and Mega Projects Workshop” under
Industry News for more details.

Leviton acquires EZE-Rough System
Leviton Manufacturing Co. (www.leviton.com) has
acquired Miami, Fla.-based East Coast Electrical
Services Inc., the provider of the EZE-Rough
System (www.eze-rough.com)—a UL listed prefabricated electrical branch wiring system.
“As the EZE-Rough system continues to grow
and evolve, we are proud to join Leviton,” said Jack
Reeve, CEO and founder of EZE-Rough. “We can
now better serve our clients with Leviton’s logistics
capabilities as well as reach a new set of customers
in cooperation with Leviton’s nationwide sales and
distribution network.”
East Coast Electrical Systems Inc. is a whollyowned subsidiary that is part of Leviton’s
Commercial/Industrial business.
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Herman Miller and Legrand developing
energy management solution
Herman Miller (a global provider of interior furnishings and related technologies and services, www.
hermanmiller.com) and Legrand North America
(www.legrandna.com) have formed a strategic alliance
designed to broaden the reach of energy management
strategies to fuel the adoption of flexible, sustainable
spaces, thereby reducing real estate and building operating costs while improving worker productivity.
Under the terms of the agreement, technology
from Herman Miller’s Convia Inc. subsidiary will
be embedded into Wiremold wire and cable management systems from Legrand. These include
modular power and lighting distribution systems,
floor boxes, poke-thru devices and architectural
columns. Convia technology integrates a facility’s
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INDUSTRY NEWS
power delivery and other infrastructure and technology
applications, including lighting, HVAC and occupancy
and daylight harvesting sensors into an energy-efficient,
easy-to manage platform.
Under the new alliance, “Convia-enabled” Wiremold
systems will enhance this capability by adding control and
monitoring of office plug loads (the amount of energy
drawn by devices from an electrical outlet) and lighting
loads. Convia-enabled building infrastructure products will
be marketed and sold by Legrand to building specifiers and
owners through its network of over 2000 electrical distributors. In addition, the two companies will continue to
advance energy management strategies through the ongoing development of innovations that leverage the Convia
technology for the built environment.

Prysmian signs research agreement
for optical fibers and more
Prysmian Group (www.prysmian.com) and Italy-based
FBK (Fondazione Bruno Kessler) signed a collaboration
agreement for the development of R&D activities in three
strategic areas: nanotechnologies, optical fibers and new
materials for the production of power and TLC cables.
The agreement will involve more than 350 researchers
between the private company and a public research institute.
It is a long-term partnership that will enable the development
and growth over time of know-how and work methodologies,
reducing both start-up periods and project costs.
Prysmian says the agreement is innovative due to the
sharing of entrepreneurial risk: FBK will finance the
researchers while Prysmian will donate a percentage of
the sales of the products developed by the research activity to the institute. The payment of these fees will give
an economic advantage to the foundation as well as cover
research costs. Currently, this agreement has a term of
one year, but an extension of the project has already been
proposed. This is one of the first relationships of its kind
between a public institute and a private organization.
“According to an entrepreneurial logic, the agreement
allows us to share start-up costs and risks, as well as the
know-how available”, explains Fabio Romeo, head of Prysmian Energy Cables business. “Prysmian has already been
making significant investments in innovation, with over 45
million Euro invested in 2008 and 400 people employed in
its seven R&D based in the United States, South America
and Europe.”
Prysmian hopes to increase its competitive advantage in
the sector of energy and telecom cables. “In this way we
want to offer our clients—utilities, net managers and other
TLC operators—the most innovative technologies, products and solutions to improve and make more efficient the
power transmission and distribution networks, as well as
from renewable energy, and to speed up the development
of TLC broadband networks,” concluded Romeo.

Prysmian and FBK will develop the project outline
together, as well as organize a mixed team of researchers.
If necessary, FBK will invest both for the realization of ad
hoc laboratories and for the employment of researchers
with specific competencies at an international level, thanks
to the partnerships the institute has with players such as
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).

BICSI’s datacom Installer of the Year 2009
During its Spring Conference, BICSI (www.bicsi.org)
conducted the second installment of its Cabling Skills
Challenge, and reigning champion Jessie Spearman took
home the top title again.
“I couldn’t believe that I won again,” said Spearman. “But win
or lose, being here is a great experience. Before the competition,
I thought BICSI was just a training organization, but through
these conferences I’ve learned BICSI is more about career
development and helping people grow. Since the last competition, I was promoted from foreman to supervisor and now I
oversee Vision Technology’s Virginia office operations.”
In total, 24 BICSI-certified competitors participated
in the information transport systems (ITS) challenge.
After completing several events—including structured
cabling, copper cable terminations, fiber termination, cable
assembly, cable troubleshooting, technical support, professionalism and a written competency exam—the following
winners rose to the top.
ITS Installer 1
1st: Vincent Stantucci
2nd: James Sundy
3rd: Steven Hartley
ITS Installer 2
1st: Andrew Davis
2nd: John Barczak
3rd: Jeffrey Johnson
ITS Technician
1st: Jessie Spearman
2nd: Timothy Roberts
3rd: Stephen Stamp
The overall winner with the highest score of the competition
was named BICSI Installer of the Year. Spearman walked
away with top honours and $5000. Other awards included a
UniCam toolkit and a deluxe fiber toolkit donated by Corning, a Testifier Pro and Optical Probe from JDSU, a Rhino
6000 hard case kit from DYMO, a two-year BICSI membership and various other gift cards, tools and packages from
Unique Firestop, Siemon, STI, Sumitomo, Mohawk, Abesco,
Kitco, Klein and Randl. In total, the grand prize was worth
over $15,000. First place winners in the other categories won
prizes totalling over $2000.

Cummins two-year warranty for
commercial gensets and more
Cummins Power Generation Inc. (www.cumminspower.
com) is offering an expanded warranty on all commercial generator sets, transfer switches and switchgear that,
according to the company, makes it the most comprehensive coverage policy in the industry.
The warranty applies to all Cummins Power Generation-branded commercial products shipped on or after
March 1, 2009. The warranty provides global coverage for
any failures resulting from a defect in material. It begins
the date of initial start-up, first rental, demonstration or
18 months after factory ship date (whichever comes first).
It covers commercial products rated continuous power
(unlimited hours), prime power (unlimited hours) and
limited-time running power (maximum of 500 hours)
for one year.
The warranty coverage of a product with an emergency
standby power rating has been extended to two years or
400 hours (whichever comes first). The warranty specifications relative to the power ratings match or exceed those
mentioned in the applicable standard set by the International Organization for Standardization, says Cummins.
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Photo of technician using Fluke 117 Electrician’s Multimeter courtesy Fluke.

Electrical
testing safety
ou’re about to test for the absence of voltage and
have gone through the lockout/tagout process.
You’re wearing the proper PPE and equipment; you
have the right voltage tester and you know how to
use it. As you touch the test probes onto the circuit you get
a voltage where there should be none! What’s going on?
You might be on the wrong piece of equipment (certainly
not you!). This is a big enough problem that NFPA 70E
included a new article about it in its 2009 edition in Article
130.7(E), Alerting Techniques:

Y

(4) Look-Alike Equipment. Where work performed
on equipment that is deenergized and placed in an
electrically safe condition exists in a work area with
other energized equipment that is similar in size,
shape and construction, one of the altering methods
in 130.7(E)(1), (2) or (3) shall be employed to prevent
the employee from entering look-alike equipment.
Is it really off? If the breaker or fuse feeding our circuit is
not clearly marked, or if a moulded-case circuit breaker
has tripped, shocking things happen! I have been bit more
than once from a ‘tripped’ moulded-case circuit breaker
only to find out the contacts did not completely open.
They wouldn’t carry current, but they sure carried voltage. Always set a tripped breaker to the full OFF position
before working on it.
Induced or ‘ghost’ voltages could be present. Many people
think induced voltages only happen in outdoor, high-voltage
substations. While that’s the biggest danger from induced
voltages, low-voltage circuits run in cable trays can also
induce a voltage into deenergized cables that are in the same
cable tray. Applying a static ground to this circuit would dissipate the voltage without problem, since an induced voltage
does not have any short-circuit current capability.
It could be backfed. Control power transformers
(CPT), indicating lights and ‘foreign’ circuits (those
coming from another panel or area) can be the culprits.

8 • JUNE/JULY 2009 • www.
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Applying a static ground to a backfed circuit could cause
arcing, which is unsafe.

Backfed voltages
Backfed voltages and induced voltages are often very similar. Induced voltages are typically much lower than the
circuit’s nominal voltage, but backfeeds can be in the same
voltage range as induced voltages. Since it is not safe to
ground a backfeed, what can we do?
Backfed voltages are those that often originate from
another circuit or part of the equipment, but ‘backfeed’
through indicating lights, control power transformers or
even resistors in equipment. These voltages are usually less
than the nominal voltage of the circuit and can be about
the same value as induced voltages. It can be difficult to
tell the difference between a backfeed or induced voltage.
When an induced voltage is connected to ground, there
is no generation (current) source and the voltage will dissipate. A backfed voltage, even though it is lower than
nominal, does have a generation source feeding it, and will
arc when connected to ground.

Low- versus high-impedance test tools
The solution is to use a combination of test tools to
determine whether it is backfed or induced, then verify
the initial results.
Quality voltage testers typically have a high-input impedance.
I discovered the value of this when I was testing a 9000-ton
chiller that had an intermittent problem. I connected the test
probe to one side of the coil and, when I touched the other
probe to ground, the coil closed, tripping the chiller off-line.
This was not a career-enhancing moment!
The meter I was using had an input impedance of
only a few thousand ohms. When I made the connection
between the energized coil and ground, enough current
flowed through the meter to operate the coil. A meter
with a high-input impedance would not allow enough
current through the meter to cause the coil to operate. I

Is it a
backfed
or induced
voltage?
took my inexpensive, low-input impedance multimeter
home and bought a quality unit—one that had a highinput impedance.
So, after first measuring voltage with a standard,
high-input impedance voltmeter, use a meter with a
low-impedance option. If the voltage is induced, the lowimpedance input should dissipate the voltage once it is
connected to ground. Using a low-voltage proximity tester,
measure along the circuit being tested while the low-impedance voltage tester is still connected.
If the low-input impedance voltage tester does measure
a voltage—even though it may only be several volts and
the proximity tester indicates the presence of voltage—the
voltage on the circuit is probably a backfeed and needs to
be found before proceeding. Applying a ground on this circuit would result in arc welding! A dual-impedance meter
is perfect for this test—better than carrying two separate
meters or making an unsafe measurement.

Summary
If you find a circuit that shows voltage where there should
be none, be careful what you do next. Creating an arc is
unsafe and could get you fired or much worse. Be safe.
Determine whether the voltage is induced by nearby,
energized cables or whether it is being backfed from an
unknown source.
This article based on an application note from Fluke Corp.
“Electrical testing safety Part 2: Is It a backfed or induced
voltage?” authored by Jim White, training director, Shermco
Industries Inc. Visit www.flukecanada.ca.
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MIND YOUR SAFETY

Avoid future extraordinary losses
By Dave Smith

ur industry is undergoing a major demographic shift; a
wave of grey-haired talent is retiring, leaving legions of
younger workers that will inherit a continent full of old
equipment. This is not news, but what is your organization doing about it?
90% of the workers at one of our client’s facilities have less
than five years of experience; many of the remaining 10% are
eligible for retirement, meaning this client may have to outsource
its apprenticeship program. What future losses will this facility
suffer over the next several decades when it loses literally hundreds of years of hard-earned experience?
Good judgement comes from experience (and experience

O

often comes at the price of bad judgement). By making good
judgements, we can achieve significant accomplishments;
and when we avoid bad judgements, we can actually avoid
extraordinary losses
At one end of the spectrum, bad judgements create rework,
overtime and frustration. At the other end, they can lead to
explosions, injuries and fatalities. Making good judgements while
avoiding the bad ones is the difference between organizational
success and complete failure.
To ensure its success, one proactive client is conducting lowand high-voltage electrical safety training for all of its North
American workers, which includes self and instructor assessments,

testing, interviews and skills observations. The outcome will be a precise assessment of every individual
worker’s skills and abilities, and his required development needs, customized for his specific facility and
the dangers within.
There’s an even greater benefit to this initiative: as
this client hires new workers, it can recruit against the
skill sets specific to the needs of a particular facility, and
provide these workers with customized development
plans that ensure they are “target-trained” for safety
and effectiveness. This client understands the value of
making important investments in its people, and the
returns on those investments in the areas of safety,
productivity and morale, with associated decreases in
accidents, investigations, legal fees and fines.

Producing an expert
Several of our instructors were senior instructors in
a North American utility, where they developed and
managed four-year apprenticeships dedicated to highvoltage equipment, with classroom training specific
to their system. Most importantly, the time between
classroom sessions comprised a series of field projects of increasing complexity conducted throughout
their various regions under the direction of the field
supervisors. It was a cohesive and integrated development program.
This produced well-trained journeypersons (but
with limited experience). Decades of observation at
this utility proved that it took 10 to 12 years before
it had an “expert” electrical worker. This is consistent with international research into expert systems
by cognitive psychologists, where the consensus says
it takes about 10,000 hours of dedicated effort to
produce an expert.
In contrast, the majority of industrial electricians
have apprenticed with construction firms; residential,
commercial or industrial. Their four years consisted
of four school sessions, each typically eight weeks in
length and focusing on electrical construction with,
perhaps, a day or two on high voltage.
Construction apprentices return to work and are
required to be productive for their employers, with
personal development a result rather than a planned
and managed process. Additionally, residential and
commercial construction apprentices can spend their
apprenticeships with no exposure to either maintenance or high-voltage systems, and yet be hired as
maintenance electricians in a high-voltage environment with the expectation to learn by experience,
supplemented by occasional training.
Most industrial electricians have probably only ever
received a total of 15 to 20 days of dedicated highvoltage training in their entire careers. There’s no way
this process can produce experts (despite the many who
feel that they are); in fact, the lack of proper development makes them, quite possibly, more dangerous.
This situation forces facilities to rely heavily on their
most experienced personnel for general high-voltage
system operation, and external contract specialists
for testing and maintenance. This retirement trend
is happening now, and the most astute companies are
mapping their people and systems to determine the
most proactive processes for avoiding the impending
loss of hundreds of years of hard-earned experience,
and the resulting extraordinary losses.
Until next time, be ready, be careful and be safe.
Canada Training Group has been providing consulting services to industry since 1980; Dave Smith, the president, can be
reached at davesmith@canada-training-group.ca. This and
other articles are available at www.canada-training-group.
ca; feel free to use them to support your safety program and
other initiatives.
Britech_EB_June09.indd 1
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PERSONALITIES

With sadness, EBMag announces the recent
loss of Brian Smith of Wieland Electric
Inc. (Oakville, Ont.), after a long battle
with cancer. Smith was well-known in the
electrical industry, having worked as a technical sales representative for Telemecanique,
Siemens, Weidmuller, HESCO Electric
Brian Smith
and, most recently, Wieland, in a career that
spanned four deca
decades. Smith is survived by his wife Sue.
General Cable Corp., supplier of wire and
cable products to the energy, industrial,
specialty and communications markets, announced two sales vice-president
appointments: Thomas E. Bisson for
Electrical Distribution and Jeffrey P. Later
for Electronics. Bisson began his career in
Thomas E. Bisson
the electrical industry in 1997 with Intermatic as direct sales
sa rep. He joined General Cable as the

director of sales, Northeast Territory, in
2005. Later has over 30 years experience in
sales and marketing leadership in the wire
and cable industry. He began his career
in 1979 with Belden and held a number
of sales and marketing positions, includJeffrey P. Later
ing management of the Belden College of
Wire Knowledge (BCWK) for six years.
After Belden, he was director of marketing of Metal Management and Business Development Manager for Lapp USA.
Later joined General Cable in 2001 as director of sales and
marketing, Electronic Products.
Industrial Power Systems Inc., a supplier of electrical controls, switchgear and automation systems, announced the
retirement of Jerry Steinberg, its vice-president, sales &
marketing, for nearly 16 years. Steinberg is being replaced
by Michael Phelan as director of sales & marketing.
Lonmark International (www.lonmark.org), a non-profit
member trade association for the creation and promotion
of device networking interoperability standards, formed an
industry advisory committee to guide and accelerate the organization’s activities in lighting markets. Founding members of
the committee include representatives from: BetaLED; California Energy Commission; California Lighting Technology
Centre; Echelon Corp.; Greater Washington Board of Trade;
PG&E Corp; Philips Lighting; and ROMlight International.
“Smart lighting systems—both outdoors in public spaces (such
as roads and parking lots) and indoors (in office buildings and
warehouses) are essential moving forward,” said Robert Grow,
director of Government Relations at the Greater Washington
Board of Trade. Lonmark expects to expand its presence and
increase adoption and awareness amongst end users, specifiers,
integrators and manufacturers.

®

Steel City Adjustable Ring
A quick solution
for a common rough-in problem

w w w. t n b - c a n a d a . c o m

Ryan W. DeArment was named vice-president of sales and marketing for Channellock
Inc., and appointed as a member of the
board. Most recently, DeArment served as
director of marketing for the 123-year-old
hand tool manufacturer. In his new role,
Ryan W. DeArment
DeArment will manage the sales activities of all domestic and international sales
and marketing personnel, continue to build relationships
with domestic and international customers, and develop and
implement marketing and advertising programs that enhance
the Channellock brand and sales of the company’s products.
“As a fifth-generation DeArment, I take special pride in the
Channellock name and the quality craftsmanship it represents,”
DeArment said.

Now there’s a quick, easy and economical
way to ensure that stud-mounted outlet
boxes fit flush with finished drywall, plaster
or ceramic tile.
The Steel City® Adjustable Ring features an
inner ring that adjusts from 1/2" to 1-1/2"
in depth to accommodate various drywall
thicknesses. The inner ring can be set to
the anticipated depth prior to installation
and then easily adjusted after drywall
installation to accommodate any variation
in depth (1/2" to 1-1/2").
For complete product details, consult the
“What’s New” section of our web site.

CALENDAR

Wind Farm Electrical Training Course
Garrad Hassan Canada Inc.
July 28
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.garradhassan.com/training

NECA Show
National Electrical Contractors
Association (NECA)
September 12-15
Seattle, Wash.
Visit www.necaconvention.org
WILL BE

THERE!

WILL BE

THERE!

Economic Forecast Day
Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)
September 24
Brampton, Ont.
Visit www.electrofed.com

Annual Federation Cup
Charity Golf Tournament
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
August 25
Bond Head, Ont.
Visit www.electrofed.com
WorldSkills Calgary 2009
September 1-7
(Actual competition September 2-5)
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.worldskills2009.com

Atlantic 2009

NETcomm Atlantic 2009 Conference
September 15-16
Halifax, N.S.
Visit www.netcommshow.ca

Ottawa Day
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
October 7-8
Ottawa, Ont.
Visit www.electrofed.com

WILL BE

THERE!

WILL BE

THERE!

Training
Calendar
Arc Flash & High Voltage Safety
Nov 2-3

Fort McMurray

OR09151E

Nov 30-31

Edmonton, AB

OR09159E

High Voltage Maintenance
Nov 4-6

Fort McMurray

OR09152E

Dec 2-5

Edmonton, AB

OR09160E

Sep 9

Calgary, AB

… that the Carlon® PVC Conduit Repair
Kit can drastically reduce the amount
of time you spend fixing stub-ups in
concrete slabs?

OR09141E

Sep 10

Red Deer, AB

OR09142E

Sep 11

Edmonton, AB

OR09143E

Sep 9

Calgary, AB

OR09141E

Arc Flash & Low Voltage Safety: Train the Trainer with Dave Smith
Oct 6-7

Toronto, ON

OR09168E

THERE!

How To Analytically Troubleshoot Complex Electrical Systems
Nov 30

and
nd click Calendar to see
s an
extensive list of upcoming events.

Did you know...

Arc Flash & Low Voltage Safety

WILL BE

VISIT EBMag
EBMag.com

monthly

IIDEX/NeoCon Canada Exposition
and Conference
ARIDO (Association of Registered
Interior Designers of Ontario)
September 24-25
Toronto, Ont.
Visit www.iidexneocon.com

Winnipeg, MB

OR09158E

Call today for your free Arc Flash Hazard Study Quotation

1-800-661-1663
For full schedule information visit

w w w . t n b - c a n a d a . c o m

Abruzzo Italy Earthquake Relief Fund of
Durham Golf Tournament
Italian Culture Centre of Durham
Fundraising
July 14
Oshawa, Ont.
Visit EBMag.com’s Calendar page
for Registration form

It’s easy. Simply cut off the broken conduit,
ream the inside diameter of the conduit,
insert a coupling or adapter and the job
is done!
For complete product details, consult the
“What’s New” section of our web site.

www.canada-training-group.ca/eb
T&B_vert_EB_May09.indd 1
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This unique system allows you to repair
broken PVC conduits quickly and efficiently,
maintaining the inside conduit diameter
without having to chip away or repour
cement.
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Coming to a jurisdiction near you

Photos courtesy Cooper Wiring Devices.

Tamper-resistant
receptacles
By Jack Kohane

t was a long time in coming, but when it
did, Joseph Neu was amazed at how fast it
happened: tamper-resistant receptacles are
here, and the 2009 Canadian Electrical Code
(CEC) now requires they be installed in all new
residential construction.
“There are a significant number of electrical
shock incidents that occur when children insert
conductive objects into electrical receptacles, and
most of these incidents take place in living areas of
the home,” states Neu, vice-president, Engineering,
Codes & Standards for Electro-Federation Canada
(EFC)—an association of councils that represent
over 300 member companies that manufacture,
distribute and service electrical, electronics and
telecom products.
“Tamper-resistant receptacles are designed to prevent contact with live electrical contacts when an
object—other than a plug—is inserted into one of
the receptacle slots. These receptacles may not prevent
all electrical incidents, but they should substantially
reduce these types of electrical injuries to children.”
Spearheading the drive for the code changes,
Neu lauds the swiftness of the implementation.

Photo courtesy Electro-Federation Canada.

I
Joseph Neu

“We submitted the proposal to the CSA Section 26
subcommittee in January 2008. It was approved by
June... just five months. That’s almost unheard of.
We’re pleased the proposal was accepted so quickly.”

injuries are sustained by children five years of age or less,
and that over 44% of the injuries are due to inserting a
conductive item or finger into an electrical outlet.

Understanding the technology
Statistics identify the need
When asked why the CEC acted now, Neu replies
that studies have shown that once tamper-resistant
(TR) receptacles are permanently installed, they
provide the best child safety available. “Manufacturers have always taken customer safety very
seriously,” he emphasizes.
In fact, the CEC acted in response to its American
counterpart—the National Electrical Code (NEC)—
which based its actions on findings by a Consumer
Product Safety Commission study that documented
injuries caused each year by children attempting to
insert objects into receptacles: injuries ranging from
electrical shocks to burns and fatalities.
We face the same safety issues in Canada. Every
year, the Canadian Hospitals Injury Reporting and
Preventing Program (CHIRPP)—which began tracking electrical injuries in children under 20 years of age
in 1997—reports that about two-thirds of all electrical

Also referred to as ‘child-safety outlets’, TR receptacles look like standard receptacles on the outside, but
within, they’re armed with automatic shutters made
to admit plugs while blocking other objects, such
as hairpins, keys, paper clips and staples. Already
required for years in hospital pediatric care wards,
these receptacles have demonstrated their effectiveness over time. TR receptacles are safer than plastic
outlet caps (which young kids can easily remove) or
sliding-shutter wall plates (which may cause potentially dangerous heat build-up).
Features of most of the new TR receptacles
include: meeting UL 498 requirements for
weather-resistant receptacles; their UV-resistant
thermoplastic face withstands cold impact; and
they come with a stainless steel mounting strap,
terminal screws and mounting screws.

Getting the word out

Photo courtesy Hubbell homeSELECT.

In March of this year, a consumer-focused website—Child Safety Outlet (www.childsafetyoutlet.
org)—was launched by the Electrical Equipment
Manufacturers Association of Canada (EEMAC,
one of EFC’s councils), and sponsored by four
leading independent wiring device manufacturers:
Hubbell Canada, Leviton Canada, Cooper Wiring
Devices and Pass & Seymour/Legrand.
Neu points out the new website is interactive
and user-friendly, providing consumers with information on products, code requirements, safety
education and statistics through presentations and
videos. He says the website will also be a place
where contractors can stay abreast of important
developments on codes and standards, which have
a direct effect on the safety of the public. (See also
Table 1: TR Adoption in Canada.)
“Right now the mandate is limited to new construction in single-family and multi-family housing,
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Make the
Switch
Before
After

Energy Saving Retrofit Solutions
Make the switch from old standard probe start metal halide to
Venture’s greener, more efficient Uni-Form® pulse start systems
and save energy and money! For example, replace standard
1000-watt systems with Venture’s 875-watt systems and save
up to 155 system watts per luminaire!

• More Maintained Lumens
• Better Lamp Life
• Huge Energy Savings
Call and ask how Venture can assist with your retrofit solution so you can start saving today!

800-265-2690
THE SYSTEMS APPROACH:
BALLASTRONIX BALLASTS AND
VENTURE LIGHTING LAMPS
®

™

Ballastronix and Venture Lighting products are available from electrical and lighting distributors
across Canada. Contact your local sales agent. Visit our website to find an agent near you.

VentureLighting.com/Canada
© 2009 Venture Lighting International
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Table 1

Are you looking to hire?
We work with Non-Union and Open Shop Unions and any closed union that
p
y with employers
p y
provides
authorization to work directly

and to residential renovations requiring a permit,” notes
Breda Potter, Leviton Canada’s marketing director. All
receptacles in a residential dwelling unit must be of the
tamper-resistant type, except for receptacles positioned
behind large appliances, such as refrigerators and washing machines. “The code changes don’t apply to daycare
centres, and they do need these too,” she laments. “Down
the road, though, I’m sure this will become mandatory in
daycares, schools, pre-schools and children’s nurseries.”

5 KODIAK CRESCENT, UNIT 8
TORONTO, ON M3J 3E5

BENEFITS TO EMPLOYER MEMBERS
•
•
•
•

source for full-time or temporary qualiӾed workers
access to screened, well-trained individuals
access to screening services for licensed individuals
FREE safety training packages

•

www.youthac.ca

For additional Employer BeneӾts,
please see our website at

www.youthac.ca

Please call 416-638-2199 or email employer@youthac.ca for membership pricing.
For training enquiries, contact our approved training facility below

Youth Apprenticeship Standards Council Approved Training Facilities

10 KODIAK CRESCENT, UNIT 100
TORONTO, ONTARIO M3J 3G5
416-638-4111 • www.patinstitute.ca

YOUR NEW EMPLOYEE WILL COME WITH:
• Hands on practical experience in “real world” conditions
• Industry tools
• Safety equipment and training (WHMIS, Fall Protection, Lockout &
Tag Safety, Con¿ned Space Hazard Awareness, Aerial Platform and
Scaffold Training)
• Training tailored to your company’s specialization
ASK US HOW WE CAN UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT
WORKFORCE - PRE-EXAM COURSES, SAFETY TRAINING

WE SUPPLY WELL TRAINED, SCREENED INDIVIDUALS
FOR THE FOLLOWING TRADES:
• Construction & Maintenance Electrician
• Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Mechanic
• Plumbing - Hydronics
• Appliance Service Technician
• Network Cabling Specialist
• Corporate Training
• TSSA Approved Training & Examination Facility for G3, G2, DA Certi¿cation
• Air Conditioning Electrical Standards training

For more information, please contact our Employer Relations Department
at info@patinstitute.ca or call 416-638-4111.
PAT-YASC_EB_June09.indd 1
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416-638-2199

Tom Macerollo, marketing vice-president for Legrand
Canada (Vaughan, Ont.), says the code changes will
have a profound impact on new construction installations, since all 125V, 15A and 20A electrical receptacles
in single- and multi-family homes will need to be tamper-resistant. Citing the value of the Child Safety Outlet
website, he points out that, “It’s in our industry’s interest
to let the consumer know these new devices are available. TR receptacles add value to their homes.”
“We are proud to join with EEMAC on the public
education campaign,” nods Michele Salimbeni, product
manager for Cooper Wiring Devices in Peachtree City,
Ga. But one of the main challenges, she adds, is that it’s
tough to convince the market to pay a premium for a
product in a residential downturn; one that is replacing
what has traditionally been viewed as a commodity.
(A quick check of The Home Depot website shows
that a TR receptacle looks to be about five times the
price of a standard, commodity receptacle.)
“However, the 2008 NEC mandated their use in states
(in the U.S.) under current code adoption,” continues
Salimbeni. “The industry, including Cooper Wiring
Devices, was absolutely eager to join the campaign.
As part of NEMA [National Electrical Manufacturers
Association], we embraced the opportunity to make
a difference in our product categories and bring a
safety-related product to the market. The various manufacturers, through NEMA, worked together and shared
best practices to ensure safety in the home.”
Neu acknowledges that working together with key
industry manufacturers has been enlightening. “Of
course, there’s a business reason behind this campaign—promoting innovation within our industry.
But this is mostly about saving lives, about the safety of
our children. This really exemplifies what can be done
when we work as one voice for the public good.”
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“This project is of strategic importance to Nexans as it represents the first 245kV XLPE three-core submarine cable to be
installed anywhere in the world,” says Frédéric Vincent, COO
and executive vice-president for the North America Area within
Nexans. “It also confirms our leading position in the high-voltage
submarine power cable market both in North America and in
the windmill farm sector.”
Should the submarine cable—which has a lifespan of more
than 40 years—require sections to be replaced, maintenance
systems can determine where the fault is located. The cable would
then be brought onto a boat for repair.
Anixter supplied the bulk of the underground collector cable
that transfers the electricity from the turbines to the Wolfe Island
transformer station.
The decision to use Siemens wind turbines was based on extensive
research, visits to wind plants and Canadian Hydro’s experiences
with various turbine technologies at its Canadian facilities.
“What attracted us to Siemens,” says Carnegie, “was that they
acquired a Danish company called Bonus Energy, which was one
of the original manufacturers of wind turbines. We liked how
Siemens advanced the design of its 2.3MW class of turbines.”
This is why Siemens supplied the SWT-2.3-93 wind turbines
with a capacity of 2.3MW each, including two years of service
and maintenance support. The Siemens Power Transmission
and Distribution Group is also providing two transformers to
the project. Siemens says it plans to be a major player in the
expanding Canadian wind power market.
The towers for the turbines are made from rolled steel and,
to prevent damage from lightning, each blade has a metal strip
that can absorb the electrical charge and run it into the ground.

Canada’s second-largest

wind farm
coming online

A look at the Wolfe Island Wind Project
By Irwin Rapoport
y June 2009, the last of 86 turbines will be operational
at the Wolfe Island Wind Project, located on the largest
island in Ontario’s Thousand Islands near Kingston.
“We are in the commissioning phase to bring each turbine
online,” says Geoff Carnegie, development manager, Wind
Division for Canadian Hydro Developers (CHD), which
has developed wind farms across Canada and is designing
two more facilities in Quebec.
The wind farm is the second-largest facility of its kind in
this country, and will generate 594 gigawatt hours (GW/h)
of renewable electricity annually when operational—enough
to supply about 75,000 average households. The wind farm
at Melancthon, near Shelburne, Ont. (also owned by CHD),
has a nameplate capacity of 199.5 megawatts, while Wolfe
Island’s is 197.9 megawatts. It is expected that the power
will be used locally, primarily by Invista—a Kingston-based
industrial firm—and local businesses.
The electricity generated by each turbine flows into
a pad-mounted transformer at the base of the turbine.
From there, the energy (690 volts) is diverted to a central
collector system where it is converted to 35,000 volts and
further diverted to the facility’s transformer station. The
transformer station then converts it to 235,000 volts, and
it is then sent through 7600 metres of submarine cable and
linked to the Hydro One grid via the Gardiner station.

B

Wolfe Island wind farm idea germinates
A local businessman first conceived the idea of establishing
a wind farm of 24 megawatts on Wolfe Island in 1995.
The project only reached the environmental hearing stage
in 2005 (when CHD purchased the company). The firm

was awarded a Renewable Energy Supply II contract in
November 2005; in 2008, federal, provincial and municipal
planning approvals were issued.
Part of the bid requirements was to ensure that CHD would
have the necessary infrastructure. A memorandum of understanding (MOU) was secured with Siemens Canada Ltd. to
place an order for the turbines and to be added to the manufacturing schedule, with the delivery date set for 2008.
“At the time, the turbine market was very hot, and the lead
time for turbines measured one to two years,” says Carnegie.
He added that while the approval stage was ongoing, CHD
engineers, designers and architects were able to plan and design
the various buildings required for the facility, the various types
of equipment and technologies needed, and the software
required to run the facility. This also provided an opportunity
for the Electrical Safety Authority (ESA) and Hydro One to
approve the project’s equipment and infrastructure.

Watching the assembly of no.

Everything you want in
extraordinary
Electrical Testers
(Don’t be afraid to ask)

Pieces and players at Wolfe Island
The submarine cable, which connects Wolfe Island to the
mainland, was manufactured by Nexans and brought in by a
special boat from Europe. “We have a three-phase cable that is
all strung together inside one sheaf of armour,” says Carnegie.
“We call it a 240kV cable, but it’s actually rated for 245kV.”
The cable is pretty unique in its own right, as it is a world
record-breaking high-voltage submarine power cable. It is
the world’s first three-core XLPE submarine cable to achieve
a voltage rating of 245kV, beating Nexans’ previous world
record of 150kV set by the Horns Rev offshore wind farm in
Denmark. The Wolfe Island cable was laid on the bottom of the
St. Lawrence River at a maximum water depth of 23 metres.

Electrical, Digital Multimeters,
Voltage, continuity and current,
Insulation, gas, temperature and power.
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86!

EBMag was fortunate to have toured the
Wolfe Island project on April 16 when CHD
was busily installing the last turbine: number 86!
Our tour guide was John Forster, CHD’s landowner liaison,
who gave us some neat insights into the technology behind
something as seemingly straightforward as the blades. For
example, the largely hollow blades actually rotate (selfpitching) to better face oncoming wind that has a sustained
speed of 4 m/s. The optimal wind speed for electricity
production is 25-30 km/h, and the turbines will automatically
shut down at wind speeds of 90 km/h.
Though they look spindly and light in pictures, each blade
measures 147-ft long, and the blade-and-hub assembly
weighs about 43 tonnes. The towers are 260-ft high, and the
nacelle (which contains the gearbox and all the mechanics)
weighs a whopping 100 tonnes.
Nearby St. Lawrence College will be sending students to
Wolfe Island’s Operations Centre classroom as part of its
new Wind Technician program.
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The blades were also designed to
withstand hail. At the top of each
turbine is an anemometer, which
measures wind speed, direction
and other factors.
“The turbine is essentially
turning into the wind to pick up
the maximum amount of wind it
can, and is also pitching its blades
to maximize power production,”
says Carnegie. “When the winds
get too high, the blades will pitch
so that the wind will pass over
them without causing them to
turn, and the entire nacelle will
A crane lifts the blades to be
turn out of the wind.”
attached to the nacelle of a wind
“Canada’s installed wind energy
turbine on Wolfe Island.
capacity grew by 113% in 2006,”
says Bill Smith, senior vice president, Energy Sector, Siemens Canada.
“Out of the current installed capacity of 1535 MW, 776 MW were
installed in 2006 alone. Canada is an important, growing wind power
market.” The Wolfe Island contract was Siemens’ second involvement
in a Canadian project.
The software to run the wind farm is a combination of a SCADA
system, partially developed by CHD, and Siemens operating systems.

2009 Dodge Sprinter promises
quality, performance and value
The 2009 Sprinter boasts three different GVWR
(Gross Vehicle Weight Rating) configurations,
including maximum GVWR up to 11,030 lb for
cargo vans and chassis cabs.
© Chrysler LLC

Photo Paul Wash, courtesy Canadian Hydro Developers Inc.

VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES

Dodge says the 2009 Sprinter is a combination
of decisive and durable design, offering
convenience, safety and security in a
workspace optimized to provide enhanced
comfort, ergonomics and functionality.

Putting all the pieces together
Local contractors were used as much as possible to install the turbines
and other infrastructure but, in many cases, the required expertise
was only available internationally. Siemens and other firms also sent
in experts to ensure the installation was done correctly.
While Carnegie says that wind farms currently take two to four
years to develop in Ontario, the provincial government may shorten
the timeframe with the passing of the Green Energy Act. It includes
regulations that will streamline the approvals process for renewable
energy, while at the same time setting up required setbacks to ensure
that environmental and other concerns are fully addressed.
“In the past,” he says, “the wind industry worked on those
setbacks on a municipality-by-municipality basis, which was very
time consuming.”
The current estimate for the cost of the wind farm is $475 million,
and Carnegie expects the farm to pay for itself in seven to 10 years.

Environmental
friend or foe?

Most of us have heard stories about a wind farm’s possible
negative effects on wildlife; in particular, on birds and bats. Geoff
Carnegie, development manager, Wind Division, for Canadian
Hydro Developers (CHD), says modern wind farms have reduced
the threat to these animals.
“If you let your house cat out,” he says, “the cat will actually
kill more birds than a single turbine. The first generation of wind
turbines was set on lattice towers and had much smaller blades
that turned faster. Some of these facilities, like the Altamont Pass
in California, had higher instances of bird and bat mortalities.”
“The new wind farms, like the ones that we build, have a solid
steel tower,” Carnegie continues, “so the birds cannot perch on
them; and the blades are much larger, so they turn slower. We are
finding that birds and bats, on the whole, are able to pick-up the
wind turbines and alter their flight behaviour to avoid them.”
After two years of testing at its Melancthon EcoPower Centre
near Shelburne, Ont., CHD determined the turbines claimed the
lives of just two to three creatures per machine, per year.
The siting of wind farms is crucial, and they are placed away from
bat caves and the migratory routes of birds. Carnegie adds that
some companies are working on a radar-based technology geared
toward bats to prevent them from flying close to turbines.
Meantime, some wind energy critics feel there is not enough study
work being done relating to human health. In response, industry says
that all wind energy developments are required to undertake comprehensive environmental assessments to determine the potential
effects on ecosystems and health prior to any construction.
The Canadian Wind Energy Association notes that wind turbines
have been actively generating power in Europe for decades and
that, in North America alone, there are well over 10,000 wind
turbines currently installed and operating.
Moreover, it says there are tens of thousands of people living
and working in proximity to wind turbines, and that surveys of
peer-reviewed scientific literature have consistently found no
evidence linking wind turbines to human health concerns.
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odge Sprinter has consistently been recognized as the best full-size van on the
market, and the 2009 model is no exception,”
said Michael Accavitti, director, Dodge Marketing
and Global Communications. “With the most safety
features, class-leading advantages and highest resale
value, the 2009 Dodge Sprinter remains the work
vehicle of choice for the commercial customer looking
to stand out from the competition.”
The 2009 Dodge Sprinter has many class-leading
attributes, says the company, including: best fuel performance in the full-size van segment; a cargo capacity
of up to 600 cf; a maximum payload up to 5649 lb;
the lowest side step-in height (19.9 in.); an interior roof
height up to 7 ft; and a wide rear-door opening of 270°.
Dodge says the Sprinter’s pallet-friendly cargo sliding
door offers a best-in-class loading width of 51 in.
The Sprinter boasts over 25 “advanced safety and
security features” along with a myriad of standard items
like: power windows and locks; integrated wide-angle
mirrors; halogen headlamps; 16-in. wheels; tilt- and
height-adjustable steering wheel; CD radio, one-touch
triple-flash function turn signals; and Adaptive ESP
(electronic stability program) for improved functionality and safety.
With its signature crosshair grille and bold styling,
the Sprinter is a showcase of design excellence, says the
company. Boasting a uniquely distinctive and dynamic
appearance—from its enhanced unibody frame to huge
sliding doors and state-of-the-art windows—Dodge
says the 2009 Sprinter is a combination of decisive
and durable design, offering convenience, safety and
security in a workspace optimized to provide enhanced
comfort, ergonomics and functionality.
The truck is available in three vehicle lengths (233
in., 273 in. and 289 in.) on two wheelbases of 144 in.
or 170 in. (or 170 in. extended with a 15-in. longer
rear overhang). The Sprinter also boasts three interior
roof-height options: standard (65 in.), high (76 in.)
and mega (84 in.).
According to Dodge, Sprinter has consistently been

“D

NEW

for the 2009 Dodge Sprinter

• Available electric power-sliding door for both
cargo and passenger vans

• Upgraded radio system with MP3 capability
• Frame-mounted spare tire (chassis cab only)
• Available rear crossmember (chassis cab only)
• Six-disc CD changer as stand-alone option
• Wiring prep added to AM/FM/CD/radio with
phone connection (optional)

• Window Group IV with emergency glass (optional)
• Available180º rear door opening
• Two-stage side-door opening option
• Exterior mirror extensions for wide-body upfits
(up to 96 in., chassis cab only)

• Exterior mirror extensions option
(up to 90 in., chassis cab only)

• Exterior mirror without extensions option
(chassis cab only)

• Optional wheel chocks (3500 models)
• Optional roof rails (cargo van only)
• Optional auxiliary fuel tap (passenger van only)
• Lamp failure monitoring delete option standard
for chassis cab

No longer available on the 2009

• Gas engine
• Premium sound package

a platform for innovation, technology and versatility,
setting new benchmarks in the commercial van segment.
The truck’s 3.0L V6 turbodiesel engine delivers 115
kW and maximum torque of 280 lb-ft. at 1200-2400
rpm. All models are equipped with a standard five-speed
automatic transmission that, says the company, provides
effortless shifting and maximum smoothness, wellspaced ratios, a long service life and high fuel economy.
Fuel economy along with oil change intervals of 10,000
miles contribute to lower maintenance costs.
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From the Legal Desk

B.C. courts change
Tender Law in construction industry
By Stephen Tatrallyay, LLB

wo relatively recent decisions of the B.C. Court of
Appeal have drastically changed the law of tender there,
giving lawyers reasons to pause when determining
whether the “duty of fairness” still applies and, if so, under
what circumstances and what, if any, language can be used
to avoid it—or lessen its impact.

T

Background
Canadian courts had created two fictional contracts in
tender situations. The Supreme Court of Canada (SCC)
ruled in The Queen v Ron Engineering1 that, as soon as
the owner put out a tender to which contractors responded,
a contract (Contract A) arose between the owner and
tendering contractors. The terms of this contract were
mostly contained in the tender documents themselves,
but they specifically included a duty of fairness; to not
treat any tender differently from another, and to ensure
the contract for the work itself (Contract B) would only
be let to a qualified bidder.
(Owners have been struggling with these issues ever
since, trying to find contractual language that would
permit them to do, essentially, whatever they pleased.
These efforts have included: letting contracts in accord
with a “local preference” rule2; letting a contract to a noncompliant bidder, relying on language like “the lowest or
any tender will not necessarily be accepted” (commonly
called a ‘privative clause’)3; rewriting the specs during the
process to favour one contractor over another4; and general
bid shopping5.)
Our courts seemed intent on making the duty of
fairness increasingly strict, until the SCC released its
most recent decision on Double N Earthmovers Ltd. v
City of Edmonton6. In that case, the specs contained a
requirement that all equipment be made in 1980 or later.
The city let the contract to the lowest bidder, despite the
fact that at least one of its essential pieces of equipment
had been made before 1980, and notwithstanding that
the plaintiff—Double N, the second-lowest bidder—had
pointed this out to the city.
The city met with the low bidder to discuss the problem,
who promised to get the required equipment but, a few
days later, he sent a letter to the city (which subsequently
disappeared) stating it was unavailable except at a ridiculous
price increase. The city awarded him the contract anyway,
and Double N sued, claiming that it had been a beneficiary
of the duty of fairness created by Contract A.
The courts were having none of it until the case reached
the SCC, where the majority agreed with the lower courts.
However, a large and important minority would have
allowed the action and awarded damages to Double N. The
majority decision was trumpeted by legal commentators
as the beginning of an important change in the courts’
treatment of the duty of fairness in Contract A. However,
the decision of the minority left this matter in doubt.

The privative clause in the tender material was very
sophisticated, and the BCCA found Tercon to be a sophisticated actor in the industry; it must have been aware of
this clause, which removed any rights Tercon may have had
for redress. The court also seemed to suggest that an RFP
had a lower threshold of fairness than a call for tenders.
Thus, the clause was an effective bar to the lawsuit, which
they dismissed.
In Hub Excavating Ltd. v Orca Estates Ltd et al.8, the
owners cancelled a project after the tenders were received,
though no contracts had been awarded. Prior to this,
Orca’s project engineer told Hub’s principal words to the
effect that Hub would likely get the job (Hub was the low
bidder), and he could see no reason why the project would
not proceed. He added that Hub should satisfy themselves
by talking to the owners. Relying on these statements and
a rapport with the owners, Hub decided not to bid on
another contract that it likely would have won.
Then, the owners of the first job decided not to proceed,
and took three weeks in advising the bidders. Hub sued,
claiming the owners (and possibly the project engineer)
had breached a duty of fairness. The defendants argued
the duty of fairness did not arise in thin air, but only when
Contract A was formed.
Although the trial judge found in favour of Hub on
most of these arguments, the BCCA overruled, holding
that the duty could not exist in the absence of Contract
A, and that Contract A did not exist until some time after
the bids were delivered.
This demonstrates the court misunderstood the Contract
A/B analysis, because it is the entire premise of Ron Engineering that Contract A comes into existence as soon as the
first bid is received in response to a request for tender.
However, the court stated that a decision to put a project
out for tender was not governed by the duty of fairness,
so that it was not a breach thereof to call for tenders even
when there was no intention of performing the work.
An owner, it seems, is entitled to put bidders to the cost
of preparing their tenders, even though it may have no
intention of proceeding.

An owner, it seems,
is entitled to put
bidders to the
cost of preparing
their tenders, even
though it may
have no intention
of proceeding.

Notes
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What’s going on in The Pacific Province?
Two recent decisions of the B.C. Court of Appeal (BCCA)
indicate the duty of fairness has become much weaker—at
least in that province.
Tercon Contractors Ltd. v HM the Queen (Ministry of
Transport)7 was released at the very end of 2007. Here, the
BCCA was faced with a situation in which six contractors
were pre-qualified to perform a roadwork contract based
on an RFP. Tercon submitted the second-lowest bid; the
lowest bid, however, was from a consortium consisting
of one pre-qualified bidder and one who was not. The
ministry knew about—and dismissed—the situation,
letting the contract to the low bidder.

The Supreme Court of Canada (SCC)

8.

The Queen v Ron Engineering, [1981] 1 SCR 111.
George Wimpey Canada Ltd. v Regional Municipality of
Hamilton-Wentworth (1997) 34 CLR 123 (Ont. C.A.)
and see also Chinook Aggregates v Abbotsford District
(1989) Canlii 241 (BCCA).
MJB Enterprises Ltd. v Defence Construction (1951)
Ltd. (1999) 44 CLR (2d) 163 (SCC).
Martel Bldg. Ltd. v Canada [2000]2 SCR 860.
Naylor Group v Ellis Don Construction Ltd.
[2001] 2 SCR 943.
Double N Earthmovers Ltd. v City of Edmonton [2007]
1 SCR 116.
Tercon Contractors Ltd. v The Queen (Ministry of
Transport) (2007) BCCA 592, leave granted to appeal to
the Supreme Court of Canada July 10, 2008 and appeal
heard March 23 2009; under reserve.
Hub Excavating Ltd v Orca Estates Ltd. et al (2009)
BCCA 167; time to appeal to the SCC not yet expired.

Stephen Tatallyay is certified by the Law Society as a specialist in
Construction Law, and has been president of the Canadian College
of Construction Lawyers (CCCL) and both the National and Ontario
branches of the Construction Law Section of the Bar Association.
A member of EBMag’s Editorial Advisory Board, he practises in
Stratford, Ont., and can be reached at statrallyay@rogers.com or
(519) 271-6360.
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LOOKING TO GET MORE DISTANCE FROM YOUR ELECTRICAL PURCHASES?

It’s easy to turn your purchases into cool stuff.
Leisure, entertainment and office rewards are all within your reach with IED Rewards. There’s a powerful lineup of products to
choose from – tools for the workshop, the latest gadgets and electronics for the home and unique items that are a collector’s dream.
The program is simple. We reward our customers for purchasing participating suppliers’ products from an IED Distributor.
You earn one point for every dollar spent at any IED Distributors across Canada. Your points are updated monthly and
you can begin receiving rewards for as little as 1500 points . What could be easier?
(1)

(2)

(3)

To enroll, log on to www.iedrewards.ca, click on register and then follow the prompts.
Sign up with the IED Rewards Program today. You’ll be amazed at what your purchases can become.
(1) Points earned on purchases from participating IED Distributors and participating suppliers only. (2) Rules on website apply. (3) Points can be converted to charitable donations to ensure compliance with individual corporate policies.

Visit www.ied.ca for the IED distributor nearest you.
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REGIONAL
FOCUS
Ontario passes Green Energy Act
Ontario’s legislature passed the Green Energy Act (GEA),
which aims to attract new investment, create green economy
jobs and better protect the environment. Key elements of
the new legislation (and related policy) include:
• streamlined approvals for renewable energy projects;
• mandatory (unless waived by buyer) home energy
audits prior to the sale of homes;
• developing a feed-in-tariff system to provide guaranteed
prices for renewable energy projects;
• opportunities for municipalities, First Nation and
Métis communities to build, own and operate their
own renewable energy projects; and,
• the establishment of an academic research chair to
examine the potential public health effects of renewable
energy projects.
The Ontario government expects the creation of more
than 50,000 jobs over the next three years from the act’s
implementation.

New solar tax credit in Manitoba

Manitobans now have access to a province-wide program
that will help reduce the cost of purchasing a solar energy
system announced the science, technology, energy and mines
minister, Jim Rondeau, with the Green Energy Equipment
Tax Credit being extended to solar thermal energy systems
purchased for use in Manitoba.
The solar tax credit was introduced in the 2009 budget as
an incentive to use renewable solar equipment in Manitoba.
Purchasers who install specified solar heating equipment
will qualify for a refundable 10% tax credit on eligible
capital costs.
“The Canadian Solar Industries Association (CanSIA)
is pleased with today’s announcement and looks forward
to working with the Manitoba government to develop a
strong, efficient solar energy industry in their province,”
said Elizabeth McDonald, CanSIA president. “Solar energy
is the future; we are pleased with this step towards building
a new clean economy and creating green collar jobs.”

New Brunswick invests in new training program
New Brunswick is investing $250,000 over three years
in TIES 2 Work—a new training program in workplace
essential skills that the government says will provide
employment opportunities for people living in poverty.
“TIES 2 Work is a new employer-specific training
approach that matches employers and potential employees
through workplace essential skills training,” said Donald
Arseneault, minister of post-secondary education, training
and labour. “By focusing on specific, practical skills needed
by employers, this program will train and place up to 24 individuals each year in positions with various local companies.
This is an important step in moving participants to full-time
employment, and helping bring New Brunswickers toward
self-sufficiency.”

TIES 2 Work will be managed by a leadership team with
representatives from the community, business, education
and government. The province says the program will provide
participants with essential skills training to prepare them to
be matched with specific job openings.
It added that employers will benefit with reductions in
the cost and risk of bringing on new employees. There is
also the possibility of increased productivity as a result of
having trained and screened employees.

Workers in Nova Scotia receive help;
TIOW funding extended
More workers and unemployed people in Nova Scotia will
have access to more skills training and upgrading through
improvements to two federal-provincial agreements.
Nova Scotia’s minister of labour and workforce
development, Mark Parent, and Human Resources and
Skills Development Canada minister, Diane Finley, signed
amendments to add about $50 million to federal funding.
Under the Labour Market Development Agreement, the
province will take over current federal responsibilities for
skills development and employment programs delivered
under the Employment Insurance Act. Under the amended
agreements, the province will receive $98 million per year
for the next two years for programming, up from $81
million per year.
Meantime, hundreds of Nova Scotia’s unemployed older
workers will continue to benefit from programming that will
help them build skills and find work. The Department of
Labour and Workforce Development, in partnership with
the federal government, will continue to offer programming
under the Targeted Initiative for Older Workers (TIOW)
after a three-year funding extension of $4.2 million.
“We cannot overlook the wealth of skill and knowledge
older workers bring to the workforce in this province,”
said Stuart Gourley, senior executive director of the Skills
and Learning Branch of the Department of Labour and
Workforce Development. “This funding will allow organizations to keep helping these workers so they have the tools
they need to continue to make important contributions in
their communities.”
Unemployed Nova Scotians can qualify for older worker
programming if they are between 55 and 64 years old, are
legally entitled to work in Canada, lack skills to move into
new employment and live in a community that has been,
or could be, affected by closures or downsizing.

Investment in trades training at Assiniboine college
Manitoba’s Assiniboine Community College (ACC) will
receive a Knowledge Infrastructure Program investment of
$3.44 million, which will go toward expanding Parkland
Campus’ classrooms and labs. Funds will also go toward
renovating existing space, including the construction of a
high-tech electrical trades shop featuring a multi-functional,
flexible, modular space required to introduce new apprenticeship trades on a permanent basis.
This investment is part of the federal government’s
two-year, $2-billion plan to repair and expand research and
educational facilities at Canadian colleges and universities.
The program is helping to provide economic stimulus
and promote employment by creating jobs for engineers,
architects, tradespeople and technicians.

Alberta Energy to review electricity
system technologies
The underground transmission of high-voltage power lines
is an option being considered in a new study of electricity
system technologies commissioned by Alberta Energy.
“It’s important for us to explore all options for
strengthening our transmission system,” said Energy
Minister Mel Knight. “We need to understand the costs
and benefits of new technology before making decisions.”
The government says the review will provide a comprehensive assessment and analysis of state-of-the-art electric
transmission systems with specific focus on high-voltage
direct current, underground and other new developing technologies. A report is expected this summer.
The provincial government says an upgraded transmission
system supports the goals of the Provincial Energy Strategy
and its key outcome of sustained economic prosperity.

Yukon receives education investments
The Canadian and Yukon governments announced investments
in two projects at post-secondary institutions in that territory as
part of the Knowledge Infrastructure Program. The investment
totals $4 million over two years, including $2 million from the
federal government and $2 million from the territorial government. The program aims to help provide economic stimulus
and promote employment by creating jobs for engineers,
architects, tradespeople and technicians.

Manitoba introduces new apprenticeship legislation
Manitoba introduced new legislation to give businesses and
apprentices more flexibility and help address labour shortages.
“This is an important bill that would set the future of
apprenticeship in our province,” said Andrew Swan, minister of
competitiveness, training and trade. “It would ensure that apprenticeship continues to evolve in response to the diverse needs of
employers, apprentices, educational institutions and communities.
This legislation would strengthen the economy by promoting skill
development and, in turn, address labour shortages.”
Swan added the legislation would allow apprentices to
maintain their apprenticeship agreements when they move from
one employer to another. “This new and positive development
would result in saving the apprentice time and money in addition
to increasing mobility and reducing administrative processes.”
The government says the proposed Apprenticeship and Certification Act would clarify the educational role of Apprenticeship
Manitoba by allowing other government departments with
enforcement expertise to enforce apprenticeship regulations.
In addition, the bill would update the governance structure
to allow the Apprenticeship and Trades Qualifications Board
to better plan and coordinate an accessible and transparent
apprenticeship model in the province.
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LIGHTING PRODUCTS
Stanpro and Laserlight T5 high-bay lighting control

Cooper Crouse-Hinds Champ Quick-Clip

Stanpro and Laserlight
have developed a T5
high-bay and lighting
control system that
allows users to change
their lighting to a
complete wireless
network control and
communication system.
Users will be able to
choose to control their
lighting by lasers, infrared, radio frequency and/or Ethernet.
The low-cost wireless networking system, say the companies,
offers customers T5 high-bay features such as: structural
anodized aluminum for improved heat dissipation; tool-less top
access of ballast and electronic chamber; and isolated lamp and
ballast compartments for improved thermal management.
STANPRO LIGHTING SYSTEMS
www.stanprols.com

Cooper Crouse-Hinds introduced
the Champ Quick-Clip, which
attaches to any Champ luminaire
housing, helping to keep it
securely closed for a seamless
installation. By supporting
the weight of the housing, the
Quick-Clip eliminates the need
for you to support the luminaire
while completing the installation,
thereby allowing a free hand for
increased balance. With a chamfered cover screw hole, the
Quick-Clip promises a faster and easier thread start, and it
can be closed with either a hex head driver or screwdriver.
The Champ Quick-Clip is available on all Champ housing
types, and is rated for use with the entire family of Champ
luminaires (VMV, DMV, LMV). Plus, it can be used with
all existing cover installations.
COOPER CROUSE-HINDS
www.crouse-hinds.com

Tenmat FF109X two-hour recessed
light fixture enclosure

TM

True Color™ EMT

With the introduction of
the FF109X, Tenmat says
it now offers the only
two-hour cUL-classified
fire barrier for recessed
light fixtures on the market.
The fire-rated light covers can be used with a range of recessed
light models from various manufacturers, and are suitable
for new construction as well as renovations. The enclosure is
approved for every major ceiling assembly, including drywall
and suspended ceilings with any joist spacing up to 24 in.
o.c. The FF109X is constructed of an intumescent material
that activates in the event of a fire, stopping both flame
spread and heat transmission. Tenmat says the enclosure also
exhibits good thermal and acoustical insulating properties.
TENMAT
www.tenmatusa.com

• Eliminate the need to paint, powder coat, or

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, black, white, and

Arlington 5010AST and 505010AST
Snap2It connectors

standard silver ﬁnish
• Durable and damage resistant, yet
ﬂexible for easy bending
• Easy identiﬁcation, and saves installation and
inspection time
• Standard size availability varies by colour, and
all other sizes can be special ordered
• Meets and exceeds CSA standards
Call us at (866) 632-0180 or
visit the Columbia-MBF website
Product Section at www.alliedeg.com

True Color, Columbia-MBF, Eastern Wire + Conduit, Power-Strut, Cope, and
Tyco are trademarks or registered trademarks of Tyco International and/or
its affiliates in Canada, the United States and in other countries.
All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective owners.
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Thomas & Betts Canada EZL500
thermal label printer
Thomas & Betts Canada’s
EZCode EZL500 thermal label
printer aims to make the onsite
labelling of medium-volume
applications quick and troublefree. The thermal label printer
features an ergonomic design
and a magnetic strap that frees
up your hands. The company
says with ‘built-in smarts’ like
oversized keys and spacing,
one-touch auto cutter, Help
screen and Print Preview function, the EZL500 printer puts
all the needed tools right at your fingertips. Meantime, the
large, backlit LCD screen helps you see and remain productive in low-light conditions.
THOMAS & BETTS CANADA
www.tnb-canada.com

Weidmuller tool-free RJ45 Ethernet connectors

© 2009 Columbia-MBF, & Tyco International

Columbia_EB_June09.indd 1

Arlington says its Snap2It fittings offer the widest total cable
ranges for MC cable—14/2 to 4/2—saving 17 seconds of
installation time per connector. The large-size 5010AST
replaces Arlington’s 45AST and 50AST at the same cost.
Its cable range is 10/3 to 4/2, and is available in a duplex
style (505010AST). Features of the new connectors, say
the company, include: easier cable insertion; used for AC,
MC, HCF, MC continuous corrugated aluminum cable and
Southwire cables; and knockout sizes. The 5010AST has
1/2-in. KO, while the duplex has a 3/4-in. KO.
ARLINGTON INDUSTRIES
www.aifittings.com

Panduit’s enhanced termination system
for metric conductors

• Columbia-MBF™
• Eastern Wire + Conduit™
• Power-Strut® Framing Systems
• Cope® Cable Tray

CCT0906_TrueColor Ad_vert_CA.ind1 1

Standard Energy Star-certified
dimmable CFLs are available in
spiral, A19 and R30 shapes, and
promise to use 80% less energy
than an incandescent. When used
with compatible dimmers, they are
dimmable in a range of 100% to
20%. All models are made with
amalgam allowing for stable light
output and even colour temperature. The A19 and spiral CFLs
can be used in totally enclosed fixtures. Standard dimmable
lamps are equipped with End of Life circuitry, assuring safe
operation by preventing lamps from overheating at the end
of their service life.
STANDARD PRODUCTS
www.standardpro.com

PRODUCTS

tape the EMT
• Comes in 7 easily identiﬁable colours;

Standard spiral, A19 and R30
dimmable CFLs

Panduit has enhanced
the termination system
for metric conductors
with two-hole configurations and CSA/
UL approvals. To meet
the demands of applications that experience
vibration or moving components, two-hole lugs promise more
secure terminations for long-term reliability. The system is
suitable for demanding environments, where temperature
extremes, weather conditions, chemicals, saltwater, shock and
vibration can degrade performance and create risk.
PANDUIT
www.panduit.com

Weidmuller says its new
RJ45 Ethernet connectors are
the only ones on the market
that do not require any cable
stripping or crimping. The
connectors also feature built-in
strain relief and full shielding
for each cable assembly. Fully
functional, they can terminate
four to eight wires; a full eight-wire termination of 22-26
AWG conductors result in a rating of 10G performance, in
addition to 10/100 and GigE. The connectors are designed to
work with Weidmuller’s modular line of Steadytec housings
and bulkheads for IP67 protection in both coupling and
through-panel access.
WEIDMULLER
www.weidmuller.com
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BUSHINGS

READY TO INSTALL
LISTED, 1-PIECE UNIT

EMT

THE BEST in CABLE PROTECTION

FIXTURE BOX
for SUSPENDED CEILINGS

!
NEW

• Fast & easy
press-on
installation

Arlington’s all-metal, one-piece fixture box ships ready to
install on a 24" suspended ceiling grid – with no assembly
required!
Arlington’s one-piece FS420SCL not only saves time
(and money!) but is tested and listed to hold up to 50 lbs.
as required by the new 2008 NEC.

▼

• Holds tight as
cables are pulled

EMT400
Also for rigid,
IMC and PVC
rigid conduit

• Protects cable
from abrasion
• Less expensive
alternative to costly
fittings when used
just for wire

No more guess work
Compare our one-piece fixture box with untested, separate
components assembled in the field.A multi-piece installation
using a separate bracket and box with a wire attached is an
unknown that is not tested or listed for support.

Listed for
Air Handling
Spaces
© 2008 Arlington Industries, Inc.

In a variety of sizes
for 1/2" to 4" EMT, rigid, PVC

• Box can be positioned
anywhere along the
bracket

Mounts fixtures
securely to
ceiling
grid
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• Costs less than fieldassembled components
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UL/CSA Listed
as a complete unit:
box, bracket, drop wire

Patents pending
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Arlington
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TM

LOW VOLTAGE

NON-METALLIC

ENCLOSURES & SUPPORTS

for OUTDOOR FIXTURES and DEVICES

MOUNTING BRACKETS

Arlington’s Gard-N-Post™ Enclosures and Supports
offer the attractive, safe, and easy way to install a light
fixture and/or one or two devices outdoors!
More
convenient
than ever!
Use the
supplied
POWER
separator
to install power
and low voltage
outlets outside,
in the same post.

Low
voltage
separator

LV1RP our newest, super-sturdy,
low-voltage mounting bracket,
offers the BEST and fastest way
to install class 2 low voltage
wiring!

LV1
Single gang
Low Voltage
Mounting Bracket

• Installs with a 3.5” hole saw
in less than one minute!
Also available, 2-gang LV2RP.
It installs just as fast with a
4.5” hole saw.

BETTER

LOW
VOLTAGE

• Paintable front surface

INSTALLS in
3 MINUTES

• Non-metallic, heavy-duty UV rated plastic
• Heavy duty – resists damage from lawn equipment
• No chipping or loss of color

• Adjusts to fit 1/4” to 1-1/2”
wall thicknesses
• Finishes with any standard,
midi or max wall plate!

• New stabilizer position –
post sits higher above ground
• GARD-N-POST – in a variety
of styles from 9” to 73” tall

Plus, mounting “wings” hold the
box securely against drywall when
screws are tightened.

The
NEW

GP19B

P
LV1R nding
t pe

Paten

BEST 1

LV1RP INSTALLS in

LESS THAN

Recessed single gang
low voltage barcket
For new or existing
construction.

©2005 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Recessed design
keeps connections
INSIDE. Includes
cover plate, tie-off
loop.

W

LVU1

NEW

Patented.
Other
patents
pending.

for low voltage smoke
detector installations

2-gang
LV2

3-gang
LV3

4-gang
LV4

Round
LVR1

Arlington
www.aifittings.com

800/233-4717 • www.arlnew.com/gp
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Arlington’s low-voltage mounting brackets...

• Install faster, and cost less than metal

For information on this product: www.arlnew.com/lvrp

GP19 1-2V ad.indd 1

MINUTE!

• Adjust to fit 1/4” to 1” wall thicknesses

CSA listed with
grounding lugs

Arlington

LV2RP

Try them all!

BL

LVU1

And – you can level
the LV1RP (or LV2RP)
by rotating it, then
tightening the screws.
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PRODUCTS
Coleman 25 lb Royal Triangle
bare copper packs

Creative Cabling Solutions Pull Elbow

Coleman Cable’s Triangle
brand of solid and
stranded, soft annealed
bare copper conductors
are available from 14
gauge to 4/O. They are
made from electrolytic
tough pitch (ETP)
copper feedstock and
manufactured to ASTM
standards B3 (soft or annealed), B8 (concentric-lay) or B787 (combination unilay). In
addition to the new 25-lb contractor packs,
the product is stocked in 3000-, 1000- or
500-foot reels, depending on gauge size and
customer-specified packaging.
COLEMAN CABLE
www.colemancable.com

Alcan Widestripe Type XHHW-2 cable
Alcan’s Widestripe XHHW-2 cable is used
for wiring applications in residential, commercial and industrial construction requiring
phase identification. As the most recent
addition to the Stabiloy family of aluminum
alloy building wire products, the XHHW-2
single-phase conductor is identified with
three wide colour stripes embedded within
the surface of the insulation. The cable does
not contain harmful components, such as lead
and other heavy metals, and is manufactured
to minimize adverse environmental impacts.
Widestripe XHHW-2 cable also weighs half as
much as copper conductors of equal ampacity,
and boasts a higher maximum short-circuit
temperature rating than THHN/THWN-2
insulation.
ALCAN CABLE
www.cable.alcan.com

bandwidth to enable high-density installations. The cables feature stable transmission
characteristics, plus a Signal-to-Noise Ratio
promising error-free performance in LANs
where noise and interference are high.
BELDEN
www.belden.com

Appleton IEC 309 connectors

Leviton PowerMount pre-fabricated
wiring assemblies
The Pull Elbow from Creative Cabling is a
removable, reusable tool for pulling cable
around corners. The smooth inner radius
allows cables to glide around corners and
preserves the integrity of the cable by ensuring
that bends aren’t sharper than the minimum
bend radius. Cable ties are used to keep the
cables within the tool during the pull, than cut
to release them. This tool can be mounted or
removed in seconds with beam clamps, cable
ties, screws and more.
CREATIVE CABLING SOLUTIONS
www.creativecabling.com

Belden DataTwist 3600 cables
Belden DataTwist
3600 cables consist
of four pairs of 23
AWG insulated
copper conductors
with a round,
flexible core construction. Their
patented design incorporates a central spine
to provide pair separation and matched conductors on all four pairs for good electrical
performance. The cables are designed to
support Belden’s Cat 6 IBDN System 3600;
they feature a smaller diameter and increased

Appleton IEC 309 connectors promise safe
and reliable portable electrical connections in
commercial and light industrial environments
subject to temperature extremes, vibration,
impact, dirt, moisture, corrosive elements
and washdowns. The pin-and-sleeve devices
feature a singly rated, non-interchangeable
configuration for every voltage and service,
allowing plant and MRO staff to standardize
electrical components—regardless of manufacturer. To enhance operator safety, the
products have a positive locking feature that
stops accidental withdrawal or insertion of
the pin while under load, plus a colourcoding system that matches amperage and
voltage requirements.
APPLETON
www.appletonelec.com

Cooper Wiring screwless
wallplate additions

Cooper Wiring says its new line of screwless
wallplates makes it easy and economical to
enhance any room décor. The toggle and
duplex receptacle versions are available in
Almond, Light Almond, Ivory and White.
The toggle wallplate comes in one- to
four-gang configurations; the duplex comes
in a one-gang configuration. The new commercial-spec grade wallplates are designed for
quick and easy installation: simply remove
the trim plate, leaving the mounting plate
and wiring device in place, and snap the new
wallplate into place.
COOPER WIRING DEVICES
www.cooperwiringdevices.com

Ideal 600vAC Clamp-Pro clamp meter
Designed to troubleshoot industrial
and commercial
electrical systems
up to 600AAC,
Ideal’s Clamp-Pro
clamp meters come
in two versions.
The 61-744 has a
non-contact voltage
indicator (70-600vAC), Auto/Manual
ranging, Data Hold, Auto Power Off and
Cat III-600V rating. The 61-746, meantime,
compliments the standard feature set with
True RMS measurements for those working
Hammond_EB_Jan09.indd 1
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in harmonic environments. Ideal says the
Clamp-Pro clamp meters make current
measurements simple and reliable, adding
that the compact frame fits comfortably
in your hands—even when wearing heavy
gloves—and is convenient to maneuver in
tight compartments.
IDEAL INDUSTRIES
www.idealindustries.ca

Consisting of pre-assembled electrical boxes,
and horizontal and vertical-mount brackets,
the PowerMount commercial wiring system
installs during rough-in to make short work
of switch, receptacle, GFCI and other
box-mounted wiring device installations—
especially when used in conjunction with
Lev-Lok modular receptacles, says Leviton.
Several stocking configurations are available
for ordering, and you can configure custom
assemblies using a catalogue numbering
system (available in print or downloadable
from the company’s website). Check out
EBMag.com’s Video Library to learn more.
LEVITON
www.leviton.com

Nelson HLT self-regulating heater cables
Suitable for use on
pipes, tanks and vessels,
Type HLT cabling
maintains process temperatures up to 250ºF
to meet viscosity/
fluid requirements. In
addition, the cables
provide freeze protection of periodically
steam-cleaned components, as well as for
structural anti-icing. The cables also provide
a conductive ground path when installed on
non-conductive surfaces, such as plastic or
painted pipe. Type HLT cables are self-regulating, meaning that they will adjust heat
output automatically. The cables consist of
a conductive fluoropolymer core material,
and are available in various lengths for service
voltages of 120V or 240V.
NELSON HEAT TRACE
www.nelsonheaters.com

Greenlee GT-16 non-contact
voltage detector
Greenlee’s GT-16 noncontact voltage detector
gives you the ability to
detect power and voltage
in both standard AC
applications and lowvoltage situations. The
Cat IV, 1000V detector
can be used in outlets,
lighting fixtures, thermostats and circuit
breakers, and can also locate breaks in wire
and cables. It comes with a thumb dial
control that allows you to safely detect power
and low voltage without touching a bare
conductor. The cushioning grip promises
hours of tireless use, says the company, while
its small size helps it fit easily into pockets
or pouches. The GT-16 also comes with a
lifetime limited warranty.
GREENLEE
www.greenlee.com
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Presented by:

ENEX09 will feature keynote speakers, expert presentations, bear pit networking
sessions, case studies and technical training sessions on energy management,
measurement and efﬁciency.

September 22-23, 2009 - Stage West, Mississauga, Ont.

In challenging times, the most innovative management practices make all the difference. Get a leg up on
the competition by attending ENEX09: The Search for Best Practices, where you’ll get everything you
need to become an energy management leader in your organization. Join us to hear the essentials on:

Incentive programs: are you getting what you can?
Sean Brady - Director of Demand Response and Industrial Programs, Ontario Power Authority

Find out what’s available from utilities and the provincial government
to help you tap into incentives.

Case studies: Learn from the best
Michael Burke - Director of Industrial Programs Division, NRCan

Discover how award-winning Canadian companies manage and
implement their energy efﬁciency programs.

Expert insights
Howard Penrose - Ph. D, CMRP, Founder, Success by Design

Leading consultants and practitioners share the tools to kick your
energy efﬁciency programs into high gear.

Peer-to-peer sharing
Interactive bear pit sessions help delegates swap knowledge
and share insights on what has worked for them.

TRAINING SPONSORS

Register today for ENEX09 at

www.energyexcellence.ca
EB_JuneJuly09_15-28.indd
ENEX_EB_June09.indd 1 23
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MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES
Venture Lighting
Institute online
training series

Fluke “Introduction to
Thermography Principles”

WernerClimbingPro.com
launches on BlueVolt

The Venture Lighting Institute (VLI) is
offering a free online training series
starting in June through the end of
2009 covering lighting concepts to
Venture products. The series is offered
once a month for a half hour at 11 a.m. EST with a three-part series starting at 8
a.m. EST October through December. Several subjects qualify for 0.5 continuing
education credits (CECs), and the classes are kept short, focusing on key target
subjects and products.

BlueVolt launched the ClimbingPro
Online Resource Centre to provide
a convenient way for safety trainers
to administer the latest ladder safety
training. Before BlueVolt, the Werner
ClimbingPro program was only
available in-person. Now, this important
training is available any time from
any computer with Internet access.
Werner is able to track usage through
BlueVolt mLMS reporting, providing
real-time information about use and
performance.

Registration and class details are online at www.thevli.com in
the Classes section.

Check out the ClimbingPro
Online Resource Centre at
www.WernerClimbingPro.com.

NAED green commercial and industrial guides

NEMA offers free lighting renovation checklist and guide

The National Association of Electrical Distributors (NAED) introduced two planning
guides about green electrical products and solutions that, it says, are proved to reduce
electrical consumption and commercial building operating costs. The guides were
designed in partnership with the NAED Manufacturers Council to help raise awareness
of electrical energy-saving solutions that reduce operating costs. The first guide,
“Industrial Upgrades: Green Electrical Cost Savings”, is geared toward individuals
involved in green industrial maintenance, construction or retrofit projects. The second,
“Commercial Upgrades: Green Electrical Cost Savings”, is geared toward individuals
involved in green commercial construction or rehabilitation projects.

The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) says it’s helping building
owners and operators begin the process of reducing costs and saving energy with a
renovation checklist and guide covering all aspects for renovation and upgrades. The
free “Opportunities for Federal Building Retrofits” lighting checklist is an 18-page
guide covering topics from personal light control to occupancy sensing and load
shedding. The checklist gives specific lighting renovation information for virtually
every type of structure, and users are directed to the latest information on energysaving lighting products, including lamps, luminaires, ballasts and controls.

The checklist can be downloaded from www.nemasavesenergy.org.

For more information, check out www.naed.org.

REGISTER NOW!

Co-written by Fluke Corp. and the Snell Group,
the 72-page “Introduction to Thermography
Principles” is filled with the latest information
on the basics of thermography, and the safe,
efficient and practical use of thermal imagers.
The book contains 122 illustrations, and it
depicts and describes many thermal images of
electrical, electro-mechanical, HVAC, process
and building inspection applications. Fluke says
this book will give you an excellent overview of
the power of thermal imaging as an everyday maintenance and inspection tool.

The book is available from Fluke distributors. For more information,
check out www.flukecanada.ca.

Rittal Industrial
Climate Control
brochure
Rittal’s new “Industrial Climate
Control” brochure is an 8-page
look at the company’s wallmounted cooling units, fan and
filter units, and pagoda fans. The
guide lists part numbers along
with cooling capacity, voltage,
NEMA rating, filter mat part numbers and more. Rittal air-conditioners boast two
controller types: basic and comfort with over-temperature protection built in. They
come with cooling output capability from 750 btu up to 13,640 btu, as well as icing
protection. A RiNano-coated condenser coil promises reduced maintenance and
improved efficiency.

To download a copy of the brochure, visit www.rittal.ca/Literature.

Eaton arc flash safety solutions
Eaton and its associates seek to
develop a better understanding of
the dangers and causes of highenergy arcing faults through the
Arc Flash Collaborative Research
Project—a joint undertaking of
Eaton, IEEE and NFPA. “Through
research and testing, the [project]
will provide more detailed
information on all aspects of
electrical arcing phenomena,” said
Bob Yanniello of Eaton. “These findings can help manufacturers and operators of
electrical equipment quantify arc flash hazards more accurately and take actions to
prevent accidents related to high-energy arcing faults.”

For NETcomm
Atlantic 2009
Sept 15-16, 2009

To access an arc flash checklist, and find additional information about arc
flash safety, visit www.arcflashsafetysolutions.com.

WAC Lighting 2009 brochure
WAC Lighting introduced a 28-page
colour brochure to help unveil its
new products. Building on last year’s
introduction of InvisiLED Tape, WAC’s
new brochure details LEDme—a new
line of lighting solutions that includes
LED track luminaires, showcase lighting,
and undercabinet fixtures. Selections
of glass colours, shapes and designs
have been added to the firm’s pendant
designs. Designed by glass artists
worldwide, decorative glass shades feature collections from Europe, Asia and the
Pacific Northwestern region of the U.S.

For more information on WAC, check out www.waclighting.com.

Universal Lighting e-Learning Centre new courses

NETcomm is returning to Halifax for
its Atlantic 2009 Conference this
September 15-16 at
The Lord Nelson hotel.
FOR MORE INFORMATION and to
register for NETcomm Atlantic 2009,
please visit www.netcommshow.ca

The Atlantic 2009 Conference is the third in a series of
regional conferences NETcomm is conducting across Canada
this year. The conference format combines a trade show-like
forum with a series of educational seminars and technical
workshops related to all aspects of communications networks
and connectivity solutions.
If you are involved in purchasing, designing, installing,
integrating or maintaining communications infrastructure,
then you don’t want to miss NETcomm Atlantic 2009.
It’s a great opportunity to meet with valued suppliers, see
what’s new in the market, gain valuable information and
network with industry peers.
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technology are available free of charge.

Visit Universal Lighting Technologies’ e-Learning Centre at elearning.unvlt.com.

is also

Digital!
Visit www.EBMag.com and click
to start your experience!
Please call
John MacPherson @ 905-713-4335 or Scott Hoy @ 905-726-4664
for Online Edition sponsorship opportunities!

Visit www.netcommshow.ca to register!
NETcomm_EB_June09.indd 1

Universal is offering three new online
classes at its e-Learning Centre: Demandflex
lighting ballasts; DCL Controls; and DCL
Component Selection and Installation. The
e-Learning Centre is designed to educate
lighting contractors, distributors and end
users about the latest lighting technologies;
most courses qualify for continuing education
credits through professional certification
organizations such as NAED, NALMCO
and NCQLP. The three new courses on DCL
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Questioning your
Indoor Air Quality?

Elec

WANTED
Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands.
Motor Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.

600V,480V & 208V Genset load testing
and UPS load testing equipment.
Metering, Cables and tech support available.
Shipped anywhere.
Call 1-800-385-4421 for rates.

FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.
5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com

Aeroflo has the answers!

CX Complete Air Purification Systems are designed to combat
Falvo_EB_April08.indd 1
the 3 major categories of indoor contaminants: particulates,Falvo_EB.indd
1
chemicals and living organisms such as viruses and bacteria.
Available in portable or whole house units, CX systems deliver
THE BENCHMARK IN
purified air for just pennies a day!
Aeroflo offers a superior line of ventilation products and air
purification systems, providing .....better AIRFLOW by DESIGN!TM

3/19/08 2:11:41 PM

1/11/07 12:14:25 PM

Services:
Electrical Industry Consulting
Training Development
Electrical Safety Assessments
Benchmarking
Feasibility Studies

Contact

Energy Saving T8 Safety Max
offers you the protection you need with
a full 12:31:28
lineCodeSafety_mini_EB_Feb09.indd
5/27/09
PM
of safety coated products. An extensive line of Energy Saving T8 lamps with
a wide range of wattages (25W, 28W, 30W); color temperatures (3000K,
3500K, 4100K, 5000K) and long life (24000 hrs) is available to meet your
every requirement. Safety Max is certified by the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency (CFIA) and they stipulate that adequate lighting must be provided
and all light bulbs suspended over exposed food or packaging materials must be of a safety type or protected to prevent food contamination.
With Standard Safety Max fluorescent
lamps you protect product, production
and ensure that lumen output is not
sacrificed as the coating only reduces
the light output by 1%. You can rest
assured that you have it covered with
Standard Safety Max!
Standard Products
www.standardpro.com
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Expand your product line with Hayata
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Here’s how:

• FutureBuilding 2009
a.k.a. “We built that!”
• Learning to provide
(Page 7)
energy efficiency
services (Page 20)
• ECAA enhanced
Master Electrician
program (Page 16)

SECUREX/LVT

www.ebmag.com

®

FIRE ALARM AND
LV CONTROL CABLE

LEAD FREE
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(709) 753-6685
NS & PEI: (902) 450-5155
NB:
(506) 862-1515
Quebec: (514) 333-8392
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www.raylewpower.com
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Kris Paszkowiak, P.ENG.
Phone: (905) 599-2702
eMail: kris.paszkowiak@gmail.com

training assessments consulting
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WE BUY AND SELL GENERATORS

ELECTRICAL
SAFETY INFORMATION

-

Tel: 905-890-6192
Toll: 800-779-4021
Web: www.aeroflo.com
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CODE FILE
BY KRIS PASZKOWIAK, P.ENG.

Tips and rules for flexible cord use
lexible cords are found in abundance
throughout workplaces and our homes,
providing a quick and practical method
for connecting electrical equipment. The flexibility provided by an electrical power bar,
for example, makes it the first response to a
shortage of wall receptacles when we purchase
new electrical equipment. Flexible cords are
inexpensive and readily available, which is great,
but over-application can lead to misuse.
Understanding and complying with Canadian
Electrical Code (CEC) rules governing the use
of flexible cords is important for eliminating the
risk of electrical shock and fire hazard.
Generally speaking, flexible cords are
necessary for: connecting portable devices;
facilitating the quick interchange of stationary
equipment; connecting electrical appliances;
connecting other electrical equipment that
requires motion (such as cranes); places where
it is necessary to prevent the transmission of
noise and vibration.

“Flexible cords are
inexpensive and readily
available, which is great,
but over-application can
lead to misuse.”

F

CEC stance on flexible cords
Let’s review some of the common definitions
found in the CEC pertaining to flexible cord
applications.
Cord set is defined as an assembly consisting
of a suitable length of flexible cord or power
supply cable provided with an attachment plug
at one end and a cord connector at the other.
Portable lamps and appliances are typical applications where cord sets are required to facilitate

Questions and answers
compiled by the Electrical
Safety Authority

easy connection to a source of supply, and to
aid removal for maintenance or repair.
Portable, as applied to electrical equipment,
is defined as equipment that is specifically
designed not to be used in a fixed position, and
that receives current through a flexible cord/
cable (and usually an attachment plug).
CEC Rule 4-010 “Uses of flexible cord”
defines the various applications for flexible
cords, and their uses must conform to
requirements listed in Table 11. This table is
very important because it provides guidance
on allowable locations, types of use, CSA-type
designation, voltage and temperature ratings,
as well as reference notes providing additional
information on usage limitations.
CEC Rule 12-010(4) “Wiring in ducts and
plenum chambers” states that, where a plenum
or hollow space is created by a suspended ceiling
having lay-in panels or tiles, flexible cord not
exceeding 3 m in length and terminated with
an attachment plug shall be permitted to supply
pole-type, multi-outlet assemblies, provided

Visit www.esasafe.com

Question 1
Automobile heater receptacles provided
in conformance with Rule 8-400 shall
be protected with a ground fault circuit
interrupter of the Class A type.
a) True
b) False

Tackle
The Code Conundrum...
if you dare
So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll
soon find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright
code-clueless. Take a look at the following questions and
check your answers in August’s Electrical Business.

3 of 3 – Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
2 of 3 – You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.
1 of 3 – Your understanding of these questions
is not up to code.

0 of 3 – Did you come up with your answers by playing
Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?

CSA_EB_June09.indd 1
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Answers

▼▼▼

Question 2

Q-1: Overcurrent devices shall not be
connected in parallel in circuits of 750 V or less.

Flammable material shall not be stored or
placed in dangerous proximity to electrical
equipment.
a) True
b) False

c) 40°C. Rule 62-206(b).

a) 9
b) 7

c) 6
d) 4

Is the flexible cord suitable for the required load?
The answer is contained in CEC Rule 4-014
“Ampacity of flexible cords” and Table 12, which
lists the allowable ampacity of flexible cord and
equipment wire of various sizes.
To ensure electrical safety, always check flexible
cords for bare or deteriorated insulation, or those
connected to building wiring by splices or joints.
Make sure ground pins are not broken/removed.
Always use a flexible cord and fittings identified
for the application. For example, outdoor wet
locations demand flexible cords approved for
hard or extra hard usage. The jacket material
of any cord is tested to maintain its insulation
properties and other characteristics only in the
environments for which it has been approved.
Knowing the allowable flexible cord ampacities
and limitations of use goes a long way toward
ensuring a safe electrical environment in the
workplace or home.
Kris Paszkowiak is principal of CodeSafety Associates,
a consulting firm serving the needs of the electrical
industry. He holds a Master Electrician licence and
has served numerous organizations over the years,
including the Canadian Advisory Council on Electrical
Safety, Committee on CE Code Part I and UL Electrical
Council. E-mail CodeSafety Associates at kris.paszkowiak@codesafety.ca.

Always

consult
the electrical inspection
authority in your province/
territory for more specific
interpretations.

Electrical Business May 2009

Q-2: Wiring of other circuits located in
heated concrete slabs that are part of an
electric space heating system shall be spaced
not less than 50 mm from the heating cables
and shall be considered as operating at an
ambient temperature of ___ °C.

A nominal size 16 conduit shall be permitted
to contain ___ no. 12 AWG TW75 conductors.

Load suitability

to Code Conundrum

b) False. Rule 14-112(2).

Question 3

How did you do?

that the flexible cord is listed in Table 11 for
hard usage and the supply voltage does not
exceed 300.
CEC Rule 30-912 “Wiring of recessed fluorescent luminaires” states that where a recessed
fluorescent luminaire is installed in a suspended
ceiling that creates a plenum or hollow space,
wiring to the luminaire shall not be required
to be in accordance with Rule 12-010(3),
provided that it is supplied by a flexible cord not
exceeding 3 m in length and terminated with
an attachment plug. Further, it is to be rated for
at least 90°C, listed in Table 11 for hard usage
where the supply voltage does not exceed 300,
and extra-hard usage where the supply voltage
does not exceed 750.
Flexible cords are not a substitute for permanent
wiring; they must not be permanently secured to
a structure or run through holes in walls, ceilings
or floors, or run through doorways, windows
or similar openings. They are not to be used at
temperatures above the temperature rating of
the cord or at low temperatures where insulation
could be damaged. Flexible cords are not be used
to suspend any device over 2.3 kg (unless the
cord and device assembly are marked as capable
of supporting up to 11 kg).
CEC Rule 4-012 “Sizes of flexible cord” states
that flexible cord shall be not smaller than a no.
18 AWG copper conductor (except for tinsel
cord, which may be no. 27 AWG copper) and
cords for use with specific devices, which may
be no. 20 AWG copper.

Q-3: Where a cellular floor contains other
than mineral-insulated, armoured, or
aluminum/copper/non-metallic sheathed
cable, the aggregate cross-sectional area of
the conductors shall not exceed ___ % of
the interior area of the header feeding the
individual cells.
d) 40%. Rule 12-1806(1).
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